
EMPOWERING MINDS,ENSURING
CYBER SHIELDS

Mr.  Nikhil Sharma, PGT Computer Science,
assumed the role of CBSE Resource Person for  
one-day Cyber Security and Safety Capacity
Building Programme at DPS Public School,
Kaithal. He emphasized on the  need for
digital vigilance.

DYAL SINGH PUBLIC SCHOOL 
SECTOR - 7 , KARNAL

"Success is the sum of small efforts, repeated day in and day out"

Dear Students 

As the exam season unfolds, let us harness the power of preparation and perseverance.
The harder you work on your dreams, the more confident you become. Remember, the
expert in anything was once a beginner. Let diligence be our guide and determination
our companion. With focused minds and steadfast hearts, let's conquer the exams ahead.
Embarking on the quest for academic excellence requires a thoughtful integration of key
elements that intricately shape the path to success. At the core lies the unyielding
commitment to hard work – a foundational pillar that unfolds through unwavering,
persistent efforts. 

The familial support provided by parents becomes an indispensable emotional bedrock
fortifying the resilience needed for a triumphant academic journey.
An active engagement with lessons imparted by teachers, coupled with a meticulous
approach to revisions, is essential in absorbing and retaining knowledge. Let this well-
coordinated strategy be your guiding compass, turning challenges into stepping stones
and paving the way for unparalleled academic achievement.Parents play a crucial role in
exams by providing emotional support creating a conducive study environment offering
encouragement and guiding their children.Let us support one another and celebrate
every step of the journey.

Therefore, dear students, let sky be your limit!
Shachi Bhardwaj 
(HOD ENGLISH )

FEBRUARY , 2024



CHARTING A SUSTAINABLE TOMORROW
A Two- day National Conference on
Environment and Resource Management was
held at Dyal Singh College, Karnal.The
inaugural session attended by Ms. Ruby Punani
& Ms. Preeti Sharma featured key speakers
Prof. Som Nath Sachdeva (Vice Chancellor,
KUK) and Dr. Milap Chand Sharma (Prof.
CSRD, JNU). The topics, including "Climate
change - Matter of concern," "Research Data on
Melting of Glaciers" and "Importance of Old
Methods of Saving Environment," shed light on
crucial aspects for a sustainable future.

The concluding session attended by Ms. Shalini
Sharma and Ms. Nidhi Sharma featuring key
speakers Prof. Parmod Bhardwaj, Dr. Rajpal,
Prof. S.P.Kaushik and Mr. Bhagwan Singh
Chaudhary aimed to collectively address
diverse aspects of education for a sustainable
future.

Haryana Yoga Commission organized "Har
Ghar Parivar Surya Namaskar" for the
students of Grade I-VIII.The students joined
this initiative for their holistic health.

HAR GHAR PARIVAR
SURYA NAMASKAR

ARTISTIC TRIUMPH AT ATAL
PARK SPRING FESTIVAL

Celebrating creativity Kunal of VIII C claimed
the First position in the painting competition
while Gurnaaz of VIII-A secured the Second

position in painting and bagged  the top spot in
Rangoli competition. Madhavi of VIII D won the

First prize in Mehndi Competition.



EXCEPTIONAL ACHIEVEMENTS UNVEILED IN MAINS
ROUND OF TUK-IAT

HUMMING BIRD OLYMPIAD

Humming Bird Olympiad & Spell Bee's level
2 was held .The students showcased their
talent under the guidance of Ms. Sudesh
Manik (VI-X) and Ms. Sumita Thakral (III-V).
A total of 51 students actively engaged in
Spell Bee, Combo subjects and Individual
Olympiads.

The TUK-IAT mains round was held for students  of
Grade III-VIII and those who cleared the Prelims
showcased remarkable performance. 

The results revealed a brilliant tally:

Grade III -V:
Gold Medals-14
Silver Medals-26
Bronze Medals-12

Grade: VI-VIII:
Gold Medals-2
Silver Medals-11
Bronze Medals -16

The participants displayed dedication and excellence in
this academic pursuit.

INTERNATIONAL
HANDWRITING OLYMPIAD

International Handwriting Olympiad was
conducted for the students from Grade LKG-X.
504 students participated enthusiastically in
the Olympiad. 
Result is as follows- 
08 - Trophies  
35 - Gold Medals  
Rest of the  participants received Handwriting
Practice Kit and Participation Certificate.

NELTAS ENGLISH
LANGUAGE GRAND  

FINALE

A total of 211 students spanning from Grade II
to VIII actively participated in the Grand Finale  
round of the NELTAS English Language Exam.
Now, excitement mounts as they eagerly await

the results.



EMBARKING ON A HEALTHY ADVENTURE

The energetic students of Grade VI D
showcased their enthusiasm in the class

assembly. Through poems,insightful
thoughts, songs, plays, stories and a

dance performance, they illuminated the
theme of a 'Healthy Adventure'.

INDIAN NAVAL SYMPHONIC ORCHESTRA SARGAM:  A MELODIC TAPESTRY OF UNITY AND
PATRIOTISM

The Siri Fort Auditorium in New Delhi resonated with the harmonious notes of the Indian
Naval Symphonic Orchestra Sargam. A captivating blend of martial, classical and
contemporary music, the orchestra's signature performance featuring patriotic melodies
left an indelible mark on the hearts of  48 students and accompanying teachers, Ms. Savit
Makkar, Ms. Morley Sandhu, Mr. Vinod Pandey and Ms. Manisha Nahar. As the melodies
unfolded, the audience experienced a profound connection with the spirit of unity and
pride culminating in a memorable rendition of "Sare Jahan se Accha".

CULTIVATING WISDOM THROUGH DILIGENT
PRACTICE

The enthusiastic students of Grade VII D
showcased their enthusiasm in their class

assembly. Through plays, poems, speeches
and dances, they beautifully conveyed the

essence of 'करत-करत अ�यास के जड़म�त होत
सुजान,'

NAVIGATING THE DIGITAL LANDSCAPE
WITH WISDOM AND GRACE

Grade VI C held a vibrant class assembly on
the theme of Social Media. Students
showcased their enthusiasm through
poems, speeches, positive quotes, a

musical act and dance performance. Their
motive was to foster awareness about

cyber safety and security.



YOUNG WARRIORS SHINE IN TAEKWONDO GLORY

In the 35th Haryana State Federation Sub-Junior
Boys & Girls Kyorugi Taekwondo Championship
held at Ambala, Mrinalini Rawat and Prishita of
Grade IV B  showcased their prowess. Mrinalini

Rawat earned  a Silver Medal and Prishita secured
Bronze Medal in the Under - 35 kg category. The

young athletes demonstrated dedication and skill
in this competitive arena.

DISTRICT YOGASANA CHAMPIONSHIP 2024

District Yogasana Championship was
organized by the Haryana Sports Department

at Karan Stadium. The event, under the
guidance of Teacher Incharge Ms. Rubal,

witnessed outstanding performances by six
students in Traditional and Artistic Yoga. Tiya

of Grade VI D and  Shashwat of Grade XI  
bagged Silver Medal, whereas, Prishita of

Grade IV B,  Dhriti and Vanshika  of Grade VI B
exemplified the fusion of grace and strength.

EMBRACING DIVINE GUIDANCE

In the pursuit of academic triumph
for the students appearing for Board

Exams,the school invoked the
blessings of the Almighty through a

sacred Hawan. 

VICTORY FAVOURS THE DEDICATED
AND PERSISTENT

Garv Madan, from  Grade VIC, shone
with brilliance gaining a Gold Medal in

the Doubles category and a Bronze
Medal in the Singles  at the RWA

Association Tournament in Sector-7,
Karnal .



Students of Grade III to V showcased creative models in the
exhibition organized by the EVS Department.Children

passionately translated scientific theories into hands-on
models providing a rich experience in applying theoretical

knowledge to real-world phenomena.

NCrF SESSION ILLUMINATES PGT AND TGT SEGMENTS

Ms. Praveen Kumari and Ms. Nitasha Chawla conducted an
enlightening session on NCrF for PGTs while Ms. Poonam

Juneja engaged the TGTs. Detailed discussions unfolded the
intricacies and significance of the National  Credit Framework.

HONOURING EXCELLENCE

Students who showcased their eloquence in the declamation contest on "Dyal Singh
Majithia : A Great Visionary" and exhibited creativity in the Logo Designing activity

organised by the Yuva Tourism Club were felicitated for their outstanding contributions.

INNOVATIVE BRILLIANCE UNVEILED

CBSE WEBINAR: EMPOWERING TEACHERS THROUGH STRESS
MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES

CBSE organized a webinar addressing stress management for teachers.
The session delved into stress identification, types and impact, guiding
educators to prioritize well-being through exercise, sleep, nutrition and

hobbies for a healthier work-life balance.

PTA MEET

The PTA meeting was held in the school  addressing academic updates, extracurricular
activities and parental involvement. Emphasizing collaboration, the session fostered

open dialogue, reflecting a shared commitment to the holistic development and success
of students.



STUDENTS PARTICIPATED IN PARIKSHA
PARV

Prerak of XI C, Mayra, Samaira and Pragya
from VIII C showcased their eloquence in
Pariksha Parv uploading impactful video
messages on NCPCR. Their participation
underscores a commitment to student

advocacy and amplifies their role as agents
of positive change in education

EMPOWERING EDUCATORS THROUGH
CAPACITY BUILDING PROGRAMMES

In an enriching series of capacity-building
programmes, the teachers embraced

innovative pedagogies, honed
assessment strategies and cultivated a

collaborative spirit. The sessions
equipped them with tools to foster

holistic student development and elevate
the quality of education.

NURTURING MARITIME PROWESS : SCHOOL ACHIEVERS
SHINE IN SIMS TALENT SEARCH EXAMINATION

In the National-level SIMS (Samudra Institute of Maritime
Studies) Talent Search Examination, Aayush Singh Rana of

XII B bagged the 2nd rank, earning a Rs 7000 cash prize,
certificate and a T-shirt. Advitiya, also from XII B, secured

the 40th rank receiving a cash prize of Rs 1000 , certificate
and a T-shirt.These students competed with 70 schools

from all over India. These accomplished students,if
interested, will enjoy preference in the Merchant Navy

selection process.

The SOF National Science Olympiad was
conducted for the students of Grade III - X.

24 students secured Gold Medal out of
which 8 students advanced to the second

round of the competition.

SOF NATIONAL SCIENCE OLYMPIAD


